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Abstract
For many nineteenth-century Westerners, including Latin

Americans, deforestation represented the largest environ-
mental threat of their time. Deforestation was associated
with detrimental local effects on climate, decreased rainfall
and agricultural productivity, rapid soil erosion, and wors-
ening human physical and mental health. The onset of in-
dustrialization and the widespread adoption of steam
engines, which often ran on wood, resulted in rapid and
pervasive forest clearance in the last decades of the nine-
teenth century. In response, many conservationists and suc-
cessive Mexican governments turned to fossil fuels (coal
and oil) as a way of reducing overexploitation of forests
while still promoting industrial growth. This approach to
conservation helped to steer the country down a path of
fossil-fuel dependency. By the 1940s, Mexico had made
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fossil fuels the basis of its economy and society. Ironically,
such fossil fuel dependence created the conditions for ex-
plosive urban and demographic growth in the second half
of the twentieth century that destroyed much of the forest
the transition initially aimed to protect. The study thus
insists on the decisive role that environmental concerns and
state policies played in developing Mexico’s modern fossil
fuel energy regime, as well as the relevance of a historical
perspective when considering the long-term environmental
consequences of this shift.

Not ideas, but material and ideal interests, directly govern
men’s conduct. Yet very frequently the “world images” that
have been created by “ideas” have, like switchmen, deter-
mined the tracks along which action has been pushed by the
dynamic of interest.1

—Max Weber

INTRODUCTION
In 1864 the prominent Mexican physician and chemist Leopoldo

R�ıo de la Loza wrote state authorities to denounce the massive defor-
estation taking place in the mountains surrounding Mexico City. R�ıo
de la Loza blamed two groups: indigenous communities and steam-
powered factories. He criticized indigenous communities for their
supposedly “primitive” and “wasteful” use of forest commons, such
as the spring custom of setting fire to grasslands to foster regrowth
that he considered detrimental to forest regeneration. R�ıo de la Loza
also attributed deforestation to the new steam-powered factories,
such as textile factories and paper mills, with their insatiable appetite
for wood.2 Whoever the main culprit of deforestation was, for R�ıo de
la Loza the results were unequivocal: a decline in public health, an in-
crease in drought, and spreading desertification.3 The best way to pre-
vent a complete disaster, he argued, was for coal to replace wood as
the valley’s main source of energy.

This article explores how state policies and legislation of successive
Mexican governments in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies sought to curb rapid deforestation by fostering the energy tran-
sition to fossil fuels (coal and oil) in industrializing regions of the
country such as the Valley of Mexico and Monterrey. I define “energy
transition” as the shift from one energy regime to another, a process
during which a new energy source becomes dominant or represents
more than half of total energy consumption.4 To track the transition,
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I focus on energy consumption in key industries such as manufactur-
ing, transportation, and, after 1890, electricity generation. For
conservation-minded Mexican elites and successive Mexican govern-
ments, coal and then oil solved the twin problems of rising deforesta-
tion and rapidly increasing energy demands, both caused by
industrialization. Yet in seeking to conserve forests without disrupt-
ing industrial growth, these individuals unwittingly promoted the
adoption of energy and economic regimes that have had unprece-
dented and unforeseen environmental consequences not only for
Mexico’s forests, but for the world, as the country’s historical carbon
emissions have significantly contributed to today’s climate crisis.5

The story of modern Mexico’s forests, industrialization, and fossil
fuel transition explores the relationships between ideas about nature
and conservation, the role of the state as both environmental protec-
tor and industry promoter, and the relevance of an environmental
history perspective when considering why and how energy transi-
tions unfold.

The article represents a threefold scholarly contribution. First, it
demonstrates the global scope of the energy transition to fossil fuels
by focusing on a country in Latin America, a region that energy his-
torians have almost completely overlooked.6 Scholars have often
treated the transition to fossil fuels as a predominantly Western
European and US process, essentially equating increased fossil fuel
consumption with Western “modernization.” Second, the article ana-
lyzes Mexico’s transition to fossil fuels from the perspective of the
state and ideas about nature and industrial civilization, a rare vantage
point in energy history. The vast majority of scholarship on the topic
has focused on economic and technical factors, largely ignoring how
intellectual traditions and state policies have shaped those shifts.7

Finally, the article brings together two themes that environmental
historians rarely treat in tandem—forest conservation and energy
transitions—showing how they have shaped each other over time.

EARLY VIEWS ON FOREST CONSERVATION
In the 1850s, both conservative and liberal governments in Mexico

took an interest in forest conservation. In 1854, during General L�opez
de Santa Anna’s conservative administration, the recently created
Ministry of Development (Ministerio de Fomento) asked mining dis-
tricts nationwide for information about the extension and character-
istics of the forests being logged for mining. The government agency
also inquired about local regulations governing forest exploitation
and reforestation efforts. In 1857 the new liberal government, despite
ongoing military challenges from conservatives, sent a memorandum
encouraging state governments to enact legislation protecting forests.
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In typical fashion for Mexican liberals, the government not only dele-
gated the responsibility to local authorities but also made clear that
conservation measures should not interfere with the timber needs of
industries and mines.8

Calls for forest conservation became more common in the 1860s.
Key institutional actors in Mexican science, such as the Mexican
Society of Geography and Statistics (Sociedad Mexicana de Geograf�ıa y
Estad�ıstica), began publishing significant work on forest conserva-
tion.9 In one editorial, the editors of the Bolet�ın (the society’s publica-
tion) expressed alarm over rapid forest loss.10 Like R�ıo de la Loza, they
blamed factory owners and the indigenous population, who “cut and
destroy their only patrimony,” although they also criticized owners
of large estates (hacendados). The journal also published the work by
conservationists such as Romero Gil, who drew from Alexander von
Humboldt and Mexican mining engineers to argue that forests pre-
vented drought and fostered human health. In one article, Gil offered
an overview of earlier forest legislation and called for reviving provi-
sions from colonial forest laws, particularly those relating to coppic-
ing (horca y pend�on). In an effort to inspire analysis and discussion of
earlier legislation, the Bolet�ın reprinted an 1845 Mexican forest code,
one of the first issued in independent Mexico.11

A second hotbed for conservationist ideas appeared with the 1868
foundation of the Mexican Society of Natural History (Sociedad
Mexicana de Historia Natural) and the 1869 launch of its journal, La
Naturaleza. Around this time, discussion of fossil fuel energy, specifi-
cally coal, began creeping into the blooming discussion on forest con-
servation. In the first issue of La Naturaleza, mining engineer and
founding member Pedro Monroy wrote that coal is the basis of indus-
trial civilization, mining companies should focus on extracting coal
and iron instead of gold and silver, and coal should replace wood as
an energy source to reduce deforestation.12 Monroy articulated the
increasingly common idea that adopting coal would allow for unre-
stricted industrial growth and simultaneously protect forests.13

Up to this point, Mexican industry relied almost exclusively on
wood and water to power factories, a strategy that eventually caused
widespread deforestation and constrained industrial production.
While the alarm with which many Mexican elites wrote about defor-
estation is indicative, it is nevertheless difficult to say exactly how se-
vere deforestation was in the second half of the nineteenth century.
We simply lack precise quantitative evidence regarding deforestation
before 1870, given that statistics at the time was still an incipient dis-
cipline in Mexico and the government did not have the administra-
tive and technical capacity to collect such information. After 1870,
conservationists and government officials made the first attempts to
quantify forest loss, but efforts remained unsystematic. Only at the
beginning of the twentieth century, when the newly minted Forestry
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Department created a division charged with collecting forest statis-
tics, did more regular and reliable information become available.
Despite these caveats, most sources suggest substantial deforestation
in industrializing areas like the Valley of Mexico by 1880.14

Piecing together these fragmentary data, I estimate that the area
immediately surrounding Mexico City—the industrial hub of the
nation—experienced deforestation of about 30 km2 per year by the
early 1880s to keep its factories working and locomotives running, as
well as to meet nonindustrial needs such as providing cooking fuel to
households.15 Such pressure must have increased rapidly in the fol-
lowing years as industrialization expanded apace, clearing large areas
of forest cover.

Regardless of the actual severity, Mexican elites and government
officials firmly believed industrial-caused deforestation was rampant.
Such perceptions led members of the Mexican press to support coal.
The famous journalist Emilio Ch�avarri, known as “Juvenal,” pub-
lished an editorial in the liberal newspaper El Monitor Republicano in
which he described coal as the basis for transforming the country
into a modern industrial nation. Juvenal asserted that the adoption
of coal would allow Mexico’s forests to regenerate after centuries of
mismanagement and destruction. As forests returned, Juvenal opti-
mistically predicted, “their oxygen-filled exhalations would vivify
our atmosphere” that had been impoverished by deforestation. The
absence of tree cover, he lamented, had “changed the climate of
deforested regions, [. . . ] turning nearby settlements into sickly areas,
because there is no more rain and noxious, insalubrious winds blow
over them.”16 Although reflecting a preference for deploying the state
to create a market for coal, Juvenal’s emphasis on adopting coal to
curb deforestation may have also betrayed a distaste, common among
Mexican liberals, for state intervention into the private sphere that
certain forms of forest management might lead to.17

In addition to scientists and journalists, politicians with interest in
forest conservation pushed for the adoption of coal. Congressman
Don Manuel Fernando Soto, for instance, published an article in
Bolet�ın supporting the establishment of a railroad line between the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. According to Soto, the new railroad
would link northern Veracruz, the central highlands, and the coast of
Guerrero, enabling the transportation of foodstuffs and raw materials
to mining areas. In particular, Soto viewed the railroad as an opportu-
nity to introduce coal into Mexico on a large scale. Replacing wood
with coal, Soto argued, would decrease deforestation and make feasi-
ble the widespread adoption of steam engines, fostering industrial
growth.18

Along with stemming deforestation, the Mexican intelligentsia
considered coal the engine of industrial progress. In 1880, for in-
stance, prominent Mexican statistician Emiliano Busto wrote that
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coal and iron were “the heart and soul” of modern civilization and
the key to future advancement. For Busto, iron and coal were provi-
dential: God had enriched the earth with them “knowing that, one
day, humanity would discover that key to unlocking the future that
would change the face of the earth.” Busto claimed that iron and coal
were the two most important commodities that could be extracted
from nature and were ubiquitous in industrial civilization. Both were
present in nearly everything that human beings created from the
humblest needle to the largest buildings. Thanks to coal-fueled steam
power, iron had become a machine that could do the work of count-
less men, capable both of crushing rock and handling the most deli-
cate fabric, all without complaint. Put simply, Busto waxed
enthusiastic, iron was the perfect worker.19

According to Busto, iron was the body and coal-produced steam
the soul of industrial civilization. Together they made a “sacred mon-
ster” that erased distance and divided mountains to “unite all the
peoples of the world.” With coal and iron, humans overcame the lim-
its of nature, fulfilling the biblical command to multiply and domi-
nate the world. Machines, the “Prometheus of progress,” redeemed
workers from drudgery, allowing more and more “workers of labor”
(obreros del trabajo) to join the ranks of the “workers of the spirit”
(obreros del pensamiento). In a prediction curiously redolent of Marxist
utopia, Busto announced that through iron and coal-produced steam,
humanity would be emancipated and the life of the spirit would reign
supreme.20

But Busto not only waxed lyrical about the spiritual benefits of
adopting coal and iron; he explicitly linked national progress and
power to large supplies of both. For Busto, it was clear that the
nations holding humanity’s destiny in their hands were endowed
with enormous deposits of these materials. Any nation that did not
secure those two “elements of civilization” would be left behind,
doomed to perpetual servitude to the “iron nations.” Adopting
Spencerian language, Busto saw nations as superorganisms engaged
with each other in a perennial struggle for survival. Busto bleakly pre-
dicted that those “southern” nations that refused to accept and adopt
the formula of progress (iron and coal) would face extinction.21

In short, for Busto, iron and coal made nature and other energy
sources such as wood and water largely irrelevant. With coal, the mas-
culine domination of nature became reality. While geography and
nature had once been destiny, iron and coal could now make deserts
bloom, enabling people to create reservoirs, build tunnels, link re-
mote places to distant markets, and erect cities almost anywhere.
Wherever iron and coal existed, industrial civilization would conquer
nature, accumulate vast wealth and power, and flourish. For Busto,
then, the adoption of coal represented a clear break with the past;
coal quite literally produced modernity. Busto’s views on coal as the
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basis of modern industrial civilization were shared by the vast major-
ity of Mexican elites.22 As one Mexican newspaper put it, coal was the
“vital element of the time” (el elemento vivificador de la época).23 The
question was how to turn Mexico into a coal-powered nation.

COAL
By the late 1870s, the Ministry of Development believed a state pol-

icy was needed to foster coal consumption in order to protect
Mexico’s forests and industry. Created on April 22, 1853, under the
last administration of General Santa Anna, the Ministry of
Development, Colonization, Industry, and Commerce (Ministerio de
Fomento, Colonizaci�on, Industria y Comercio) was charged with foster-
ing national industry through protectionist policies. (Ironically, the
ministry would play a key role in attracting foreign investment in its
heyday during the Porfiriato.) Although the ministry’s responsibilities
substantially changed over time, in general they included expediting
the development of the nation’s infrastructure and creating the nec-
essary conditions for the more efficient exploitation of the country’s
resources. The ministry played a key role in building Mexico’s railway
network. It also collected, analyzed, and published statistical and sci-
entific data on Mexico through its numerous annals (anales) and
compilations (memorias) and promoted the development of new
crops and industries. An unmistakable utilitarian bent characterized
the ministry’s efforts, including its funding of scientific expeditions.
The agency was the cornerstone of the modernizing project that
Mexican elites undertook during the second half of the nineteenth
century.24

In memos sent out to state governors in 1878 and 1880, General
Carlos Pacheco, the ministry’s secretary, argued that deforestation
across the country had increased in recent years due to the country’s
economic development. The mining boom, railway network expan-
sion, and industrial growth, Pacheco surmised, were taking a huge
toll on forests. Pacheco then repeated the conservationists’ mantra
that deforestation reduced the fertility of the land, proved detrimen-
tal to human health, and led to drought. Without forests, Pacheco
contended, industries and agriculture withered. The government had
the responsibility to “avoid the transcendental damages” (trascenden-
tales perjuicios) already evident and to prevent future generations
from accusing theirs of “shortsightedness and lack of culture.”
Following Pacheco’s pleas, Congress asked the executive branch to
enact a new forest code, which it did in 1881, putting the ministry di-
rectly in charge of conserving and managing forests on federal land.25

That same year, the ministry began funding a series of expeditions
to locate domestic coal deposits with the explicit goal of reducing
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deforestation through coal substitution.26 The man chosen to lead
such efforts was Santiago Ram�ırez, the foremost expert on coal in
Mexico and a staunch forest conservationist. Ram�ırez agreed that the
introduction of steam engines and the extraordinary expansion of
railroads—both of which relied on wood for fuel—had resulted in
rapid and widespread deforestation in Mexico. Like ministry officials
and other conservationists, Ram�ırez considered deforestation an ur-
gent national issue, one that posed a direct threat to Mexico’s indus-
trial development and people’s health. He praised the Ministry of
Development’s farsightedness not only in enacting forestry laws that
sought to prevent the overexploitation of forests but also in offering
industry and railroads an alternative fuel to wood. As he explained,
the ministry’s officials realized that transitioning to fossil fuels (coal,
specifically) was an essential component of any forest conservation
policy, without which forest legislation would be rendered dead letter
(“complying with the restrictions would be virtually impossible”).27

The ministry’s determination to substitute coal for wood in indus-
try and railroads led the agency to name “scientific commissions”
(comisiones exploradoras) charged with exploring regions in the coun-
try likely to have coal deposits.28 In addition to locating and analyz-
ing coal deposits as well as describing their economic potential, the
commissions’ main task was to propose measures to foster coal min-
ing in Mexico, both to protect forests and promote the country’s
growing industry and railroad network by providing it with cheap
and abundant fuel.29 Based on a number of previous reports pub-
lished by private prospectors, the ministry sent commissions to sev-
eral states in central, southern, and northern Mexico. These included
Puebla, Tlaxcala, Oaxaca, Veracruz, San Lu�ıs Potos�ı, Coahuila, and
Sonora. Such efforts would continue until 1895.30

A year later, in 1882, the Ministry of Development began publish-
ing a series of enormously influential reports on coal deposits in
Mexico.31 Investors and state officials now had a clear idea of the ge-
ography and main characteristics of most of Mexico’s coal deposits.
Much to the disappointment of Mexico City elites, the reports found
the largest coal seams in the north, especially Coahuila and Sonora,
not in central Mexico, where the largest population and manufactur-
ing centers were located. Although more centrally located states such
as Oaxaca and Puebla contained some sizable deposits, these were
largely located in mountainous regions difficult to access. The reports
indicated that without railroad connection to those areas, extraction
would not be profitable. The commissions also collected a large num-
ber of samples that allowed engineers to classify coal deposits in
Mexico, a central concern for investors. The reports had almost im-
mediate practical effects. By 1884, coal was being mined across
Mexico in small quantities with Coahuila producing 30,000 tons per
year, a respectable amount by Mexican standards. In the next quarter
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century, Mexico’s coal production would increase rapidly, reaching
around two million tons by 1910.32

The ministry’s reports not only fostered coal production but also
resulted in profound changes to Mexican law. As coal production in-
creased, it became clear to state officials that Mexico needed a mod-
ern legal framework to facilitate and regulate coal extraction. A
heated debate broke out between those who argued that coal deposits
ultimately belonged to the nation (following the tradition of the co-
lonial mining ordinance, Ordenanzas de Miner�ıa) and those who
defended the preeminence of private property rights. To a degree, the
controversy was rooted in confusion over the natural composition of
coal and other fossil fuels. For some experts, and seemingly many lay-
people, the organic origins of coal and oil made them nonmineral.
Critics of this position posited that although both were organic in ori-
gin, they had been formed by geologic nonorganic processes, thus
qualifying them as minerals. Most experts agreed and considered
both coal and oil as “fossil fuels” (combustibles f�osiles).33 As such, coal
and oil should fall under the old colonial tradition of state ownership
that only governed minerals.34

The matter was settled in 1884 when the federal government
enacted a new mining code.35 The code’s authors were mostly inter-
ested in creating suitable conditions for Mexico’s industrialization
and were perfectly aware that a key component of the project was the
large-scale adoption of fossil fuels for industrial power. The new code
recognized coal and oil as minerals (as under colonial law) but gave
private owners full property rights to surface and subsoil mineral
wealth.36 Thus the Mexican state relinquished its claim to being the
ultimate proprietor of subsoil commodities, including coal and oil,
and declared that private landowners could exploit those deposits
without prior government authorization. The code also sought to
stimulate coal and iron mining by exempting both from taxes for fifty
years. It is important to note that scholars have often interpreted the
mining code of 1884 as an attempt to attract foreign investment,
overlooking its long-term effects on Mexico’s energy transition to
fossil fuels.37 The code not only regulated the fossil fuel market; it
created it. Beyond spontaneous market processes, it was lawmaking—
that ultimate tool of politics and policymaking—that proved instru-
mental in Mexico’s transition to fossil fuels. The code remained the
main legal framework for the coal and oil industry until the enact-
ment of the Constitution of 1917.38

Conservationists played a particularly important role in persuading
Ministry of Development officials to foster coal production. They
were affiliated with key scientific organizations at the time, including
the Mexican Society of Geography and Statistics and the Mexican
Society of Natural History, which published the two most prestigious
scientific journals of their time: Bolet�ın and La Naturaleza. But they
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also held political office, with presidents, ministers, and other high-
ranking state officials sitting on the boards of their societies. For
instance, Porfirio D�ıaz, the Mexican dictator who ruled the country
between 1876 and 1911, was the honorary president of the Mexican
Society of Geography and Statistics and frequently presided over the
organization’s meetings. While this does not mean D�ıaz was a conser-
vationist, it exemplifies the access conservationists had to the most
powerful members of the Mexican government.

A perfect example of these influential conservation-minded figures is
Mariano B�arcena (1842–99). B�arcena was a naturalist, an engineer, and
an important politician, serving as senator and governor of his native
state, Jalisco. Born in 1842, B�arcena moved to Mexico City in 1865 to
study art at the prestigious Academia de San Carlos. He soon dropped
out and enrolled in the National Preparatory School (Escuela Nacional
Preparatoria), the bastion of positivism in Mexico, where he studied ge-
ology and botany with Gabino Barreda, Mexico’s educational reformer,
and chemistry with Leopoldo R�ıo de la Loza. B�arcena then joined the
School of Engineering (Escuela Especial de Ingenieros), from which he
graduated in 1871.39 He soon became one of the most influential scien-
tific and political figures in Mexico and a respected scholar abroad. A
prolific writer, university professor, editor, and member of many presti-
gious scientific organizations, B�arcena was honored by Mexico’s
Emperor Maximilian (1864–67) with the imperial order of Guadalupe,
the highest order in the country. Following the fall of Maximilian’s
brief empire, a succession of Mexican liberal governments named
B�arcena representative of Mexico in the world fairs of Philadelphia
(1876), New Orleans (1885), Paris (1889), and Buffalo (1900).40

B�arcena was also an advocate of coal. Like other Mexican conserva-
tionists, he argued that coal would “save our mutilated forests, which
are being exhausted for the production of ties, fuelwood, and indus-
trial resins.”41 B�arcena believed adopting coal was essential to stem-
ming industry-driven deforestation while still allowing Mexico to
become a modern industrial nation. It was figures such as Mariano
B�arcena and Santiago Ram�ırez who pushed the Ministry of
Development to take a leading role in Mexican forest conservation by
promoting coal use.42

By the turn of the twentieth century, the combined efforts of con-
servationists, an active state interested in preserving forests while
stimulating industry, and a new legal framework had proved success-
ful. Mexican industries, railroads, and power plants were burning hun-
dreds of thousands of tons of coal per year, effectively initiating the
economy’s energy transition to fossil fuels. Coal had become an impor-
tant part of the country’s industrial regions. Monterrey, the second
most important industrial center of the country, was particularly de-
pendent on coal, with its main power plant, urban railroads, and larg-
est factories burning vast amounts of it.43 Monterrey was also located
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close to Coahuila’s coalfields, making dependence feasible. Not so in
the case of the Valley of Mexico, located far from deposits of cheap
good-quality coal. Industrial establishments, power plants, and rail-
roads in the valley were forced to acquire coal from Coahuila or import
it from abroad, keeping coal use there more limited and expensive.44

But the adoption of coal on a large scale established a clear trend
toward a fossil-fueled economy in the industrial centers of Mexico.
While never becoming Mexico’s main industrial fuel, coal did set the
intellectual, political, and infrastructural stage for its successor: oil.

OIL
As early as 1874, Mexican intellectuals and engineers understood

the potential importance of oil as a fuel.45 Emiliano Busto, whose
views on coal were discussed earlier, showed a clear understanding of
oil’s potential applications including power for “steam engines that
are being built for this purpose [burning oil].” “What is now a
utopia,” he wrote regarding oil as a fuel, “will become reality one day,
and perhaps sooner rather than later.”46 With the discovery of rich
oil fields in northern Veracruz at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, Busto’s predictions were confirmed.

When petroleum production surged in the Veracruz fields only a
few years later, it caused significant enthusiasm among industrialists
and railroad owners in Mexico.47 While coal had stalled deforesta-
tion, the domestic scarcity of coal threatened to hinder continued in-
dustrial expansion. For decades, Mexican manufacturers complained
that the lack of access to an inexpensive, reliable source of energy

Figure 1. Nonoalco Power Station in Mexico City around 1900. Coal is visible in the bottom left image.
Source: México Ilustrado, 1903, 152. Credit: University of California Berkeley Library.
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increased production costs. It also made Mexican industry less com-
petitive, both domestically and on global markets, because econo-
mies of scale were harder to achieve. Fully aware of experiments to
employ petroleum as a fuel in the United States and Russia, Mexican
industrialists believed that oil could solve the quest for abundant and
cheap energy, this time to replace coal.48 As the editors of the influen-
tial daily El Economista Mexicano stated, “Interest in oil production in
Mexico has reached many manufacturing establishments in the
Republic, as it has railroad owners, who realize the immense value oil
could have as a fuel, as long as it can be produced in sufficient quanti-
ties to replace coal.”49 Another editorial by the same newspaper em-
phasized that expensive fuel was the key obstacle to continued
Mexican industrialization. “For Mexico,” the editorial argued, “the
discovery of oil deposits and their rapid development are of special
importance, because until we can find an abundant reserve of fuel,
we will not be able to solve our industrial problem.”50

Carlos D�ıaz Dufoo, El Economista’s chief editor and one of the most
insightful observers of Mexico’s industrialization process, referred to
energy scarcity as Mexico’s “gravest industrial problem.” For D�ıaz
Dufoo, the industrial success of countries such as Great Britain,
Germany, and the United States largely depended on their abundant
coal reserves. During Mexico’s early industrialization, D�ıaz Dufoo ar-
gued, the country had relied on its extensive forests for fuel. But rapid
industrial growth and the dramatic expansion of railroads had de-
nuded vast tracts of land of its forest cover. Coal, both domestic and
imported, had mitigated Mexico’s deforestation crisis for a time, tem-
porarily safeguarding the country’s industrial expansion. But
Mexico’s limited coal deposits all but ensured that coal would never
become the nation’s main industrial fuel. Therefore, D�ıaz Dufoo be-
lieved, finding a replacement for coal—the initial replacement for
wood—was indispensable. Oil seemed to be the new solution to
Mexico’s perennial problem of energy scarcity and industrial-driven
deforestation. In the absence of vast coal reserves, oil could provide
the virtually endless energy that an industrializing Mexico
demanded.51

Mexico’s railroad owners agreed. The country’s most important
railway network at the time, the Mexican National Railway
(Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México), began its shift from coal to fuel oil
as early as 1909, the same year the Mexican government gained con-
trol of the company from US interests. Tellingly, the contract obliged
the British-owned oil provider to bear the expense of reconverting
the locomotives back to burning coal in the event the company failed
to deliver the agreed amount. Such a provision suggests not only the
relative novelty of oil as a fuel source at this time, but also the reliabil-
ity of coal supplies and the relative technological ease for transition-
ing from one fossil fuel to the other.52 The provision proved
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unnecessary. Only twelve years later, the railway company was con-
suming its 1909 annual supply almost every month.53 The line’s fuel
oil consumption only continued to grow into the 1920s.54 Mexico’s
other major railway lines followed suit in the 1910s.55

Factories in Mexico’s industrial core took a similar track. San
Rafael, located in the southeastern Valley of Mexico and the largest
paper mill in Latin America at the time, began complementing water-
power with fuel oil in 1909.56 Monterrey’s steel plant, the first and
the largest of its kind in Latin America, added fuel oil to its energy
mix a few years later. It was burning 360,000 barrels of fuel oil per
year by 1921, despite having relied on coal since its establishment in
1900. At this point, virtually all the largest manufacturing establish-
ments in Mexico, many of them located in the Valley of Mexico or
Monterrey, were using oil as an energy source, often as their main
fuel.57 By 1936, a few dozen textile, beer, paper, iron, and cement fac-
tories were consuming up to a million barrels of fuel oil per year in
Mexico City and its hinterland alone.58

As for electricity generation, both companies and state officials
viewed thermoelectric plants as support for hydroelectricity that
provided the bulk of electricity in Mexico’s industrial areas. As late as
1921, only about 20 percent of Mexico City’s electricity was gener-
ated by burning fuel oil or, sometimes, coal, with the rest coming
from waterpower.59 But the unreliability and seasonality of central
highland rivers, aggravated by recurrent droughts in the early 1920s
(which experts blamed on deforestation), made oil-powered thermo-
electric plants increasingly attractive. As one newspaper put it during
a particularly severe drought in 1921, the only way Mexico City could
avoid a “sad spring” from lack of electricity would be by relying on
fuel oil. Indeed, the situation changed dramatically over the follow-
ing years.60 By 1937, the Federal District, the administrative unit
where Mexico City is located, derived 91 percent of the electricity
produced within its boundaries from thermoelectric plants that
burned fuel oil. Even when taking into account Necaxa, a big supplier
of hydroelectricity in the region, about 55 percent of the Federal
District’s electricity came from fossil fuels. Monterrey and its state,
Nuevo Le�on, produced an astonishing 96 percent of their electricity
with thermoelectric plants that burned fossil fuels including coal,
fuel oil, and even natural gas.61

Conservation-minded politicians and experts were as enthusiastic
about oil in the first decades of the twentieth century as their predeces-
sors had been about coal in the late nineteenth century. For example,
Salvador Alvarado, the revolutionary governor of Yucat�an, fostered oil
consumption in his state as the best means of protecting Yucat�an’s for-
ests and agriculture.62 Alvarado claimed that “oil can successfully re-
place wood,” Yucat�an’s “main source of fuel.” Replicating nineteenth-
century views on forests, Alvarado contended that adopting oil would
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allow Yucat�an to keep its forests, “which we must conserve to attract
rainfall, the only means to irrigate our fields.” In 1939 a prominent en-
gineer sought to convince the Mexican government of the need to in-
crease consumption of natural gas (another fossil fuel) in the factories,
power plants, and households of the Valley of Mexico on the exact
same grounds.63 Engineer Gustavo Trevi~no submitted a proposal to the
Ministry of the Economy arguing that natural gas could be transported
from the Gulf of Mexico to the valley more cheaply than oil. At the
time, about 95 percent of Mexican natural gas, a by-product of oil ex-
traction, was released into the atmosphere without being utilized. If
the valley’s factories and power plants replaced oil with natural gas,
Trevi~no maintained, Mexico could devote a much bigger share of its
oil production to export and acquire badly needed foreign currency.
Natural gas would also substitute charcoal as the main domestic fuel
that had become a key driver of deforestation by then.64 Cheaper natu-
ral gas, Trevi~no wrote, would thus further encourage Mexican industri-
alization while “solving the grave problem of deforestation, stabilizing
the valley’s climate and rainfall.”65

By the late 1930s, Mexico’s industrial sector—transportation, in-
dustry, and electricity generation—was entering the final phases of its
energy transition to fossil fuels, a transition initiated by coal and fi-
nalized by oil. While much literature focuses on the emerging oil ex-
port industry, little attention has been paid to the dramatic surge in
domestic use at this time. In fact, in 1937 Mexico was consuming
about 40 percent of its total oil production, most of which went to
fuel its core industrial regions.66 Mexico’s industrial dependence on
oil would only deepen over the next decades.67 Although water and
wood never disappeared from the energy mix in these areas, their im-
portance as sources of energy was greatly diminished as industry
shifted to burning fossil fuels.

CONCLUSION
Concerns over deforestation played a significant ideological and

practical role in Mexico’s energy transition from wood to fossil fuels.
While the historical record is somewhat ambiguous regarding the ex-
act extent of deforestation in Mexico, archival sources, as well as the
many reports, articles, memos, and other accounts published during
this time by prominent scientists, intellectuals, and politicians, make
one point very clear: curbing deforestation was of paramount impor-
tance to nineteenth-century Mexicans. Between the second half of the
nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth, state officials
and Mexican conservationists repeatedly insisted on the need for
adopting new energy sources, especially fossil fuels, if regions like the
Valley of Mexico were to achieve industrial progress without becoming
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deforested wastelands. For these conservationists, fossil fuels would
also finally solve the country’s old “fuel problem” (as contemporaries
called it) of energy scarcity. As industrial establishments adopted steam
engines and railroads extended their iron web over Mexico, forests
retreated, with disastrous consequences for the land and the people.
Fossil fuels, they argued, would provide the country with cheap and
abundant energy, fostering industrial growth and halting deforesta-
tion. Demand for substituting wood with fossil fuels received institu-
tional backing from successive Mexican governments and agencies, as
well as from important scientific organizations.

The story has numerous implications. To start, it exposes how ideas
about conservation, nature, and industry have evolved over time in
keeping with particular environmental circumstances. In today’s age of
climate change, curbing carbon emissions and industrial pollution are of
central importance to current environmental policy and conservation
efforts. Yet the Mexican case illustrates how environmental concerns
drove successive Mexican governments to foster the consumption of fos-
sil fuels as a way of mitigating deforestation while still promoting indus-
trial growth. Mexican state officials and conservationists sought to solve
what they viewed as the worst environmental problem of their time—
deforestation—by calling for the adoption of fossil fuels on a large scale.
The effects, as one might expect, were deeply contradictory. On the one
hand, fossil fuel consumption did prevent large swaths of forests from
being logged for fuel. My very rough estimate is that in the 1920s, the
use of oil and coal may have prevented the harvest of fuelwood for rail-
roads, industry, and power plants from a forest area of about 100,000
km2 per year, or about a fifth of Mexico’s total forest area at the time.
But on the other hand, such efforts to make Mexico’s industrialization
more sustainable, in today’s parlance, backfired by enabling rapid indus-
trial and urban growth in subsequent decades. For instance, once fossil
fuels became the basis of Mexico City’s energy system by 1940, the city
witnessed a period of massive industrialization and uncontrollable urban
growth. Ironically, such fossil-fueled growth devastated some of the very
forests conservationists sought to protect by promoting fossil fuels.68 By
the 1970s, Mexico City was one of the largest cities in the world and the
valley in which it is located had been wholly transformed. This story re-
peated itself time and again in other industrializing cities across Mexico.

There was, of course, another way in which Mexico’s nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century’s experiment with “green growth” back-
fired in the long run: global warming. The shift to fossil fuels to cope
with deforestation, the main environmental stress of the early phase
of Mexican industrialization, while vigorously pursuing rapid indus-
trial growth resulted in large emissions of carbon dioxide during the
rest of the twentieth century. Clearly, it would be absurd to expect
miraculous foresight on the part of Mexican conservationists and
government agencies regarding global warming; the science of
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climate change and global warming was in its first stages in the late
nineteenth century. More importantly, key figures in the early sci-
ence of climate change like Svante Arrhenius (1859–1927), who first
tried to calculate how carbon emissions could alter global tempera-
tures, actually viewed the possibility of global warming due to the
combustion of fossil fuels positively.69 Despite such caveats, the
Mexican case illustrates the enormous difficulties and often unin-
tended consequences of implementing conservation measures in the
industrial age, with its characteristic demand of permanent economic
growth. Mexico’s story suggests that promoting conservation and
growth simultaneously, or sustainable development, as it is called to-
day, has not been successful in the past.

But perhaps the greatest insight that Mexico’s energy shift has to offer
is that the transition to a fossil-fueled economy was not merely a techni-
cal or economic process but in essence an act of politics. Without decisive
intervention from the Mexican government through state agencies,
state-sponsored science, and lawmaking, the shift to fossil fuels would
simply not have happened as it did, if it had happened at all. If the
Mexican transition has anything to teach about past energy transitions,
it is that political action, not simply a supposedly self-regulating market
or technological change, ensured Mexico’s switch from wood to a fossil-
fueled economy. Any account of past energy transitions that fails to con-
sider the relations between nature, politics, and energy in their fullest
sense is not only incomplete but inaccurate. Past energy transitions are a
good reminder that environment and society have never been two sepa-
rate entities but rather co-creators of history.
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